
Five tips for making your content accessible 

Accessibility of online content matters. One in five people have a visual, auditory, 

neurological, physical, verbal or cognitive condition, or a combination of these, so we have 

to design and produce content in a way that allows everyone to have as equal an experience 

as possible. New legislation coming into force on 23rd September 2020 also means that 

public bodies with a website must meet minimum standards of accessibility, or risk 

prosecution. 

 

But making content accessible is not a challenging as it sounds. There are plenty of 

automated tools available to help and five top tips below to guide you through. 

 

1 Be distinguishable 

All published content must be distinguishable – including in your slides. This means: 
• Colour should not be the only means of conveying information 

• Colour contrast between text and background should be at least 4.5:1 (that’s 4.5 

time brighter or darker). There are two downloadable tools to help check the ratio, 

but as a rule, you’re aiming for the highest contrast possible. 

Colour Contrast Analyser: downloadable app with an eyedropper to pick any colour 

from the screen, and will tell you whether your colour choices pass or fail 

Colour Oracle: colour blindness simulator app for Windows, Mac, and Linux shows how 

common colour vision impairments look, and affects everything visible on your screen. 

 

2 No background sounds 
Audio and video recordings should ideally have no background sounds. 

If you must music use it make sure it’s at least 20dB lower than the speech. If you’re not 

able to measure this, we would recommend you leave it as an intro sting, or avoid it 

altogether. 

 

3 Audio recordings need a transcript 
Pre-recorded audio must have a verbatim transcript with a broad indication of timings, 

either directly adjacent to the audio player, or through a web link directly adjacent to 

the audio player. You can auto-transcribe your videos easily: 

Transcribing by playing back a recording  

Transcribing by re-reading your recording 

 

4 Video recordings need subtitles 
All videos with audio content – ie. a recorded slide show, or a piece-to-camera welcome 

or lecture video - must have closed captions (subtitles). If closed captions are not 

available then a full written transcript with a broad indication of the timings should be 

https://developer.paciellogroup.com/resources/contrastanalyser/
http://colororacle.org/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWNCPj5jTWM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JGAYpS5LJTY
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available, either directly adjacent to the video, or through a web link directly adjacent 

to the video. Subtitles are auto-generated when you upload videos to Microsoft Stream 

and YouTube, and just need tweaking for grammar, occasional typos and timings. 

 

5 Images need a description 
All images providing information (graphs, charts, diagrams) must have a text-alternative 

so screen-readers can convey the same information to visually-impaired students. To do 

this, you should: 

• Provide context and an overview of what information the image is conveying – a 

simple label saying “graph of grain sales” isn’t enough 

• Provide the information either in writing on the page for all to see, or in a separate 

file, with a link to that file immediately next to the image 

An excellent overview of creating alt-text provided by Huw Alexander from TextBox. 

https://kent.cloud.panopto.eu/Panopto/Pages/Viewer.aspx?id=b6e115ac-b951-4327-8172-abea008aa1f5

